Data migration in cloud computing using honey encryption
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Abstract

Cloud computing provides various kinds of services for storing data, load balancing between clouds and provides an infrastructure for developing applications and managing them. Due to various attractive services provided by various cloud service providers, users migrating their data from their storage system to cloud service provider. While migrating data to a cloud service provider there will be security and privacy protection concerns arises. By considering these concerns we are proposing a secure privacy protection migration using honey-encryption cryptographic algorithm for data which is outsourced data to cloud and we are using migration protocol while migrating data from existing server storage system to cloud server storage system which ensures data integrity and data confidentiality.
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1. Introduction

With the enhancement in network technology and the vast requirement for computing resources, many industries have been initiated to outsource their data storage and computing needs, regarding to the ever cheaper hardware resources provided by cloud providers. The increasing requirement of outsourcing data and computing will require a migration of applications to the cloud, and migration of data to the cloud. Cloud computing is a process of delivering computable resources over internet. Cloud computing provides various kinds of services such as Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Software as a service (Saas), Platform as a service (Paas).

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS):- IaaS provides unlimited storage and network requirements without the needs of maintaining.

Software as a service (Saas):- Saas provides software applications running over the provider’s infrastructure.

Platform as a service (Paas):- Paas provides a platform based environment for developing application with provider resources to users.

A cloud deployment model is classified into private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud, community cloud.

Private cloud: - It is a type of cloud which is exclusively used by single organization and it is maintained by organization or a trusted third party. This type of clouds will provides security as a major service due to its use by authorized people only.

Public cloud: - It is a type of cloud which is used by general people this type of cloud is a pay per used basis. In this cloud it provides vast no. of storage capacity but the main disadvantage is security concerns arises.

Hybrid cloud: - It is the combination of two or more clouds, this type of cloud provides scalability, data security due to combining both advantages of private and public or community cloud.

Community cloud: - It shares the cloud resources across several organizations to support specific community having common concerns.

2. Literature Survey

In [1] author proposed a technique of migrating data using randomized encryption technique for migrating data in encoded format, but randomized encryption technique is not much will be suited from brute force attackers. In [2] author proposed a security approach of data migration based on prediction based encryption by picking an attribute in text and encrypting text with attribute selected but these encryption does not effectively handles the attacks on migrated or migrating encrypted data. In [3] author proposed a secure and reliable virtual machine migration in personal cloud in this paper author proposes secure migration of virtual machine from host. In [4] author proposed a technique secure instance migration it is based on introducing a new module in nova application programming interface which is secure instance. In[5] author proposes a framework for improving trust in migration to cloud this technique is mainly focuses on customer concerns and migrate according to it but if the customer wants to migrate entire data at a time this technique needs to be parallel done migration by considering customer concerns. In[6] author proposed a technique enabling dynamic and indirect mutual trust on storage systems this technique allows to outsource sensitive data to cloud service provider by ensuring that it allows only to authorized users though this technique is effective by allowing authorized users if some unauthorized user enters to some
authorization hacked problem malicious user may steal the data and modify or read or copy the information.

In[7] author proposes a secure architecture for inter cloud vm migration by using local authentication server and shared key generation using elliptic curve for vm data transfer. In [8] author proposes technique to achieve security based on classifying data elements based on its value of usage and type of access control. Author proposes a technique of securely outsourcing data with verification in cloud storage by encrypting data blocks before uploading them to cloud by improved bcp encryption.

Author [9] proposes a novel cryptographic steganographic where we can encode data for migrating to cloud servers on a secure manner. Author [10] proposes a technique of migration this type of protocol ensures integrity problem by migrating data between storage systems but if data is sensitive integrity alone is not sufficient to ensure that data is confidential because even a passive attack is also looses confidentiality. Hence we are proposing a technique in which sensitive data is encrypted and outsourced to cloud storage system and if then user decided to migrate from existing cloud storage system to another cloud storage system we use migration protocol which is done by author[10].

3. Problem Statement

Cloud migration is the process of moving data from one cloud environment to another cloud environment (or) moving organization data from premises database behind the firewall to cloud. Data migration in cloud is done due to various reasons such as cheaper cost for usage of cloud i.e pay per usage. Due to security (or) not having trust on cloud provider, suppose if the cloud provider is stopping services and user needs to transfer data to another cloud storage provider it requires data migration where security issues arises in migration.

Data migration in several aspects such as form direct cloud to cloud (or) downloading data from one cloud and upload to new cloud, but downloading and uploading requires a lot of work to be done by user, so direct migration form one cloud to another cloud is the best one for migrating purposes. As well as Outsourcing data from onsite server to cloud server also occurs some security concerns. In data migration there are several factors which can influence to improper migration and most influencing factor is security.

Data migration need to be securely transfer for maintaining confidentiality such that migration can strongly (or) effectively done even some active attacks are occurred. So data migration should be effectively done using some encryption techniques which can securely transfer the data with no data loss of control even when some severe active attacks are happened.

4. Existing System

According to author khail [10] proposed work is about secure data migration among the clouds by considering parameter integrity which helps the user to ensure that data transfer is received same as sent data. This system consists of three main elements which is user, source cloud and destination cloud. User initiates migration process by logging in both cloud system accounts. User generates a random key and encrypt both cloud storage systems account password with it and send the encrypted password to both clouds. In this cloud storages is assumed as hadoop distributed file system (hdfs) and data present in source hdfs is sent to target hdfs by encrypting block access tokens for authentication and transferring data present in data node with message digest for checking data integrity.

5. Proposed System

Our proposed work is intended to ensure that it satisfies authentication, data integrity, data confidentiality in cloud data migration. In this data migration there are some elements which are used for developing migration process they are source server, target cloud server, user admin name for storing admin files under his directory, upload the files, migrate the files. Our proposed work starts with selecting data migration should be done using honey encryption mode in source server where computation of encryption is done and after we have to create account name for user in source with admin name. Admin name indicates admin account where admin store his files.

After creating admin account, we have to upload files into source server with some specified key at source server for encrypting data such that it cannot be seen by other user i.e it satisfies authentication for accessing the file, same key is used for authentication check for obtaining file access. After uploading the files to source server. Next step of our proposed work migration is to create an aws account for obtaining virtual cloud server to migrate from onsite server to virtual server.

After creation of aws account we have to create an ec2 instance for virtual cloud server then after we can obtain an public key and ip address for transmitting to cloud server and also we can create key pair for showing authentication to access the cloud server.

5.1 Migration process from onsite server to cloud server

1. Do the computation of honey encryption in onsite datacenter server and store the encrypted files data and database information of encrypted files such as key, admin name, date, file size in onsite datacenter server.

2. Create aws account for creating an ec2 instance for virtual server and obtain an ip address and key value pair for authentication to access virtual server.

3. Use winscp tool for migrating data from onsite datacenter to virtual server.

4. In winscp tool we use address of virtual server and key value pair for authentication of virtual server and after authentication we transfer the files from onsite server to cloud server.

Honey encryption is one of the cryptographic algorithm which is intended to create a plausible text for a encrypted text which creates a confusion to brute force attacker to find whether it is a correct text or wrong text. It will be helpful to user in some aspects i.e. if some of files are is some empty the brute force attacker may confuse whether there is a text or not there. Honey encryption is mainly used for restricting brute force attacks by creating a confusing that plausible text is correct or wrong. This will be more effectively if user changes his encryption keys regularly so that the attacker will get into some confusion that decrypted text is valid or invalid. This type of encryption is used in source server such that the control of data relies in hands of authenticated users only such that data confidentiality is obtained.

6. Results and analysis

To simulate our proposed work we have used net beans 8.0.2 and mysql tools in source server for computation of encryption. In this proposed work, we have started with creating a database for uploads, logging records and content records for source server. We have used an AWS account for obtaining virtual server. And also we have used winscp for authentication and graphical user interface for migration between source servers to virtual cloud server. And our intended proposed work is also done with ssh client with cmd prompt for command line interface authentication and migration between source and cloud virtual server. We have shown the results for proposed system and also performance analysis of migration time from onsite to virtual cloud server.
Fig.1: Uploading Data with honey encryption to onsite server

Fig.2: Authentication is established between onsite server and AWS server
6.1 Time analysis with respect to encryption algorithms

![Fig.3: Migrating data from onsite server to AWS cloud server](image)

![Fig.4: Comparison of time taken to encrypt between encryption algorithms for encrypting data.](image)

7. Conclusions

Our proposed work is intended to secure privacy data during cloud data migration by ensuring authentication, data integrity, and data confidentiality. We have used honey encryption in our migration for securely transfer the data, this encryption mechanism is used mainly for restricting the brute force attacks by creating plausible text for unspecified key. In our migration concept we used same key at both source and target clouds it indicates authentication parameter is satisfied, we use some file size and we store content i.e message digest and migrate to required cloud for integrity parameter checking and logging records for integrity checking. We are using honey encryption for data confidentiality that is when some invalid key is specified we are generating some plausible text and for authenticated users with specified key only we are showing correct text. So in our proposed work we have achieved authentication, data integrity, data confidentiality during cloud data migration process.
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